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Purpose 
This Confidential lnformation Memorandum (CIM) is being furnished to those pre-screened 

prospective parties that have made a specific request for information regarding Fresh Cup 

Roastery Café Ltd. ("the Company") with the intention of determining if there is any interest in 

submitting an offer to acquire the Company and have subsequently executed a valid 

Confidentiality Agreement. This CIM is intended to provide a prospective purchaser with 

pertinent preliminary information regarding the Company opportunity and discuss the factors 

that create value within the Company. Any sale will take the form of a share safe. 

Confidentiality 
All Financial or Business Plan information, in whole or in part (hereinafter referred to as the 

“Information” or “Plan”), prepared by management of the Company contains proprietary 

information and is not to be copied, reproduced, used or divulged to any person in whole or in 

part without proper authorization in writing, from an Officer or Director of the Company. 

All information contained in any documentation provided by the Company  is considered 

accurate as of the date provided.  

In addition to the information found in the Financials or Business Plan, all other related verbal, 

written or recorded information provided by the Company is the exclusive property of the 

Company in perpetuity. 

The Plan, in whole or part, is comprised of information supplied by the Company and or groups 

consulting to the Company, solely for use by prospective buyers or investors in the Company.  

This document does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that a 

prospective investor may desire.  No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy or 

completeness of any of the information contained herein. 

Any party reviewing the Financials, Business Plan or related material, should not construe its 

content as legal, tax or investment advice. The Information and any documents that may be 

delivered herewith should be reviewed by each prospective buyer or investors financial, legal 

and tax advisors.  

Each recipient of this document agrees that all of the information contained herein is of a 

confidential nature, that he/she will treat it in a confidential manner, and that he will not directly 

or indirectly, disclose, or permit his agents or affiliates to disclose, any such information without 

the prior written consent of the Company.  Neither the Financials or Business Plan or 

accompanying memorandum(s), nor its delivery to any prospective investor, shall constitute an 

offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Company, nor shall this 

memorandum be construed to indicate that there has been no change in the affairs of the 

Company since the date hereof. 
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lnquiries and Next Steps 
All questions, inquiries and proposals should be directed to: 

James Townley 

Fresh Cup Roastery Café Ltd. 

2487 Shoreacres Rd., Sidney, BC 

(250) 888-2525 

jtownley@shaw.ca 

 

Whereas neither the Company’s employees nor its customers or competitors are aware of this 

transaction, no contact with those in the industry or the Company is permitted without the 

express written consent of the Company. All Purchaser visits will be arranged and hosted by 

the Company. 

All interested parties may be required to submit a short, non-binding term sheet detailing a 

preliminary deal structure. As appropriate, more detailed discussions involving the Vendor and 

a visit will be scheduled at a later date. This process is designed to minimize wasted time for 

all parties. 

For those not interested in this transaction, please immediately return or destroy this and any 

other copies of the CIM. However, we would nonetheless appreciate your honest feedback and 

assessment so that we may share your insights with the Company. 

Disclaimer 
During the due diligence process, it is the responsibility of the Purchaser, with the aid of 

advisors, accountants and/or attorneys if necessary, to independently verify all representations 

which have been made by the Company, particularly as they relate to the adjustments made to 

the profit and loss Statements and any notes and assumptions upon which future projections 

were based. Readers of this report should understand that statements are not guarantees of 

value or results. Many factors will affect the company’s actual financial results and cause them 

to vary materially from expectations. Factors that can affect the company's actual results 

include, among other things, future economic circumstances, industry conditions, company 

performance, availability and prices of materials, product pricing, the competitive environment, 

related market conditions, operating efficiencies, the Vendor's access to capital, actions of 

governments, regulatory factors and other risks. 

The Company cautions readers to assume that any forward-looking results will differ from the 

actual results achieved. lt is the responsibility of the Purchaser to verify all representations and 

to make a final purchase decision based on their own independent investigation. 

Except where otherwise indicated, this CIM speaks as of the date hereof. Neither the delivery 

of this CIM nor the purchase of the Company shall, under any circumstances, create any 

implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since the date hereof. 
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Neither the Company or its representatives undertake any compulsion to update any of the 

information discussed herein. 

ln obtaining a value, the Company uses commonly accepted methods of valuation including 

comparables obtained through a network of business brokers as well as benchmarks and 

multiples acquired through A Business Reference Guide, Pratts Stats, and PeerComps. 

Business Snapshot - Fresh Cup Roastery, Saanichton, BC 
 
Opportunity Profitable, respected, established coffee house in an 

excellent location with outstanding traffic flows. 

Sales are strong and growing, profits are up and the 
future is extremely bright with the addition of new product 
lines. 

Location 814 square foot retail space with an adjoining 300 
square foot patio in Central Saanich. Ample parking and 
an available additional 678 square foot food preparation 
area. 

History Business was founded in 2001 

Employees 6 Full Time 

5 Part Time 

Hours of Operation Monday to Friday  7 am - 5:30 pm 

Saturday  8 am - 5 pm 

Sunday  8 am - 5 pm 

Annual Revenues ~$506,000 (2017) 

Seller’s Discretionary Earnings ~$63,000 (2017) 

Inventory ~$15,000 (included) 

Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment $137,000 (included) 

Fair Market Value $192,000 

Asking Price $179,000 

Website http://www.freshcup.ca/ 

Business Highlights  Outstanding growth trajectory with new product offering 

 Revenue stability 

 Business systems and procedures in place 

 Multiple revenue streams 

 Excellent opportunity to expand services 

 Strong local brand recognition 
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Executive Summary 
Award-winning Fresh Cup Roastery Cafe® is an independent 

craft coffee-roasting business that has been in operation for 

over 17 years. It now operates multiple locations, one in 

Saanichton and two in the lower mainland (within Fresh ST. 

Market grocery stores).  

Fresh Cup uses farmer-direct, single-origin, organic beans. ln-

house roasting using patented Roastaire® technology enables 

community-friendly, environmentally sustainable coffee 

roasting, while ensuring consistent quality with the freshest, 

tastiest beans and cupped coffee possible.  

The company's Saanichton cafe location has been voted 'Best 

Coffee on The Saanich Peninsula' and one of the 'Top 5 

Coffee Houses' on Vancouver lsland. Fresh Cup also recently 

won their second Silver medal for its single-origin Peru Organic, Swiss Water Decaf at the 

North American Golden Bean competition.  

Unique Opportunity 

With the growth of Vancouver operations, Fresh Cup® is seeking the right buyer for their 

original store in Saanichton, BC. This location was the company's first concept store, and has 

been in operation since 2001. The Saanichton location offers a complete line of specialty 

coffee, roasted whole beans, and a food line-up that mirrors their high-quality coffee offerings.  

Last year, topline revenues grew 8.1% which is 

considerable based on the numbers of years 

they've been in operation in this location. 

Currently, the community is going through 

another strong growth period. However, the 

time has come for the company to bring its 

patented coffee roasting technology to the 

mainstream market, and the owners must 

divest themselves of this location but would like 

to see the brand continue within the community. 

To ensure the success of the potential buyers, 

Fresh Cup is offering the use of the Fresh Cup 

name as part of the packaged sale, provided 

the purchasers continue to acquire Fresh Cup 

coffee at fair market wholesale pricing. 

ln 2016 revenues were up 8.6% year over year 

and another 3% from 2016 to 2017.  The 

average daily gross sales were $1,400.00. 
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State Of The Industry 
Coffee and Snack shops continue to exceed growth relative to other food service businesses 

in Canada and are expected to follow that pattern for the foreseeable future. 

 

The industry is considered mature but high growth potential still exists on the premium 

coffeehouse spectrum inhabited by coffee purveyors like Fresh Cup. Ibis World states: 

"One of the fastest-growing segments of the industry over the past five years has been 

independent coffee shops targeting coffee connoisseurs with high-quality espresso, as 

well as siphoned and filtered coffee beverages. This trend, which has been termed 'third 

wave' or 'specialty' coffee, considers coffee an artisanal product, rather than a 

commodity, where the origin of the coffee bean is important, much like wine.” 

Fresh Cup Saanichton hits all the right notes when appealing to Saanich Peninsula's coffee 

connoisseurs with their emphasis on coffee quality and origins, ethical trade, and 

environmental stewardship. 

Business Valuation 
The asking price for Fresh Cup Saanichton was determined primarily by comparing the 

company's normalized earnings and sales with other similar businesses that have been sold 

on the open market over the last number of years, ln the view of the analyst, Fresh Cup 

Saanichton provides an excellent opportunity to maintain or expand the current owner's 

revenue and discretionary earnings. lts long history, solid growth and strong local brand 

presence makes it an ideal acquisition for an owner operator. 

See Appendix 1 for a detailed opinion of value. 
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Ownership 
1034274 BC Ltd. (DBA - Fresh Cup 

Saanichton) is owned by Fresh Cup 

Roastery Cafe Ltd. with 2 Directors 

of Fresh Cup Roastery Cafe Ltd. 

responsible for business operations 

of the cafe. Mel and Jim Townley 

oversee the operations of the 

numbered company and are the 

sole Directors of 1034274 BC Ltd. 

As part of the support of the new 

owners, Fresh Cup has 

professionally trained roasters to 

ensure the quality of their coffee 

continues into the future.  

The current owners spend very little 

time managing the retail operation 

of the business. Mr. Townley is 

responsible for oversight and he 

estimates he spends about ten 

hours per week meeting his 

responsibilities. Mr. Townley's 

parents remain responsible for 

general bookkeeping, and daily 

deposits for Fresh Cup Saanichton. 

Together, they spend about 15-20 

hours per week managing those 

tasks. 

As part of the income statement 

normalization process, the wages 

noted above were removed and 

made available to a new owner. 
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Customers 
No single customer accounts for more than 1% of the sales. 

Customer Type Description 

Local Workers Customers who work for various stores and service 
businesses in the area frequent the cafe. 

Commuters Many customers stop by in the mornings to purchase 
coffee and breakfast snacks. 

Whole Bean Purchasers Many customers come from some distance away to 
purchase Fresh Cup's beans. The business does 
approximately $75,000 per year in whole bean sales. 

 

Repeat business is common with many customers frequenting the cafe every day. 

Products and Services 
Fresh Cup Saanichton derives the bulk of their income through the 

sales of coffee and teas along with pastries and hot food.  

It adds to its income through the sales of merchandise and whole 

coffee beans.  

A small percentage of revenue comes from its nascent catering 

division. This is an area of growth the new owners could realize 

immediately. 

 

 

Product / Service Revenue Contribution 

Coffee 13.1% 

Specialty Coffee 25.3% 

Hot Drink 2.5% 

Cold Drink 1.4% 

Frapps 1.4% 

Bakery 18.8% 

Lunch 11.3% 

Soup and Salad 5.4% 

Bulk Coffee 15.1% 

Total % derived from coffee /drink 58.8% 
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Food Program 

Most of the food Fresh Cup Saanichton 

sells is prepared or finish-baked onsite. 

Approximately 70% of the food sold at 

Fresh Cup is made in-house, using time-

tested and well-developed recipes. A 

complete line of Gluten-Free items has 

been developed and thus has increased 

the consumers who Iove coffee and are 

looking to avoid gluten.  

The Fresh Cup website www.freshcup.ca 

showcases a Iist of the high-quality food 

that is offered in step with the 'Locally 

Roasted Organic Coffee' to complement their unique cafe experience. Fresh Cup only uses an 

outside supplier if their quality is equal to or better than what their in-house food team can 

produce.  

They've refined the food program over the years and have very little waste with our current 

approach, and with the recent increase in traffic, management has looked to bring in more 

diverse, quality items to augment the line-up of pastries, baked goods and savouries to 

manage labour costs.  
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Advertising and Marketing 
After being in operation for over 17 years, the owners of Fresh Cup Saanichton market the 

cafe using more organic methods of advertising such as word of mouth, newspaper articles 

and local support for events. To maintain top-of-mind awareness within the community, 

activities have included the following: 

 Fundraising programs with local community groups - focused to increase retail bean sales. 

 Donations to various local groups: Roasted whole beans + gift cards to encourage higher 
foot traffic and increase retail bean sales. 

 Donations of URNs of coffee to support the liquid component of the business in the 
community, which supports the social aspects of a coffee house. 

 Seasonal print ads in the local Seaside Magazine during November and December to 
increase retail bean sales. 

 Local newspaper stories to promote coffee innovations, with examples including: Cold 
Draught article, 100% Recyclable K-Cup, and National Post story as 'One of the 5 must-
visit coffee places in Canada' (see Appendix 3). 

 Bean Club: This program is designed to support retail bean sales as many of the local 
residents buy roasted beans and enjoy coffee at home. The Bean Club rewards customers 
who buy 10 lbs. of roasted beans and then receive a FREE lb. This program maintains the 
retail bean revenues, while reinforcing loyalty. 

Advertising 

Over the past 15 years there has been considerable advertising done to build the customer 

base and brand on the Saanich Peninsula. It has been the ownership’s position over the past 

couple of years that there is sufficient traffic coming to the Saanichton Village and the key is to 

now elevate the customer experience and increase the ASP (average sale per customer). The 

focus has shifted from standard advertising methods towards better trained and efficient 

staffing. ln a changing time of media effectiveness, Fresh Cup also does the following: 

 Use social media to promote day-to-day 
activities and send out a monthly e-newsletter 
to people on their mailing Iist, which now 
exceeds 800 local residents. 

 ln terms of future advertising, the owners of 
Fresh Cup Saanichton would recommend 
promoting small group catering to the 
continued focus on roasted beans and 
specialty coffee. Catering is a dimension that 
has never been fully leveraged as the focus 
has been on the Roastaire sustainable coffee 
roasting technology and its development. 
There is space and capacity to increase this 
aspect of the business and increase 
revenues. 
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 Many stories hang on the walls within the cafe as a testament to the work that's been done 
in the local community and coffee industry. Roast master Mel and Jim have worked to 
establish a loyal following of coffee Iovers. See Appendix 3 for examples of media 
coverage. 

 The future owners will benefit from a web presence that is driven by the parent company 
and its work to expand the brand into Vancouver. No additional cost to remain part of the 
Fresh Cup web component will be charged to the buyers of the Saanichton location. 

Competition 
The coffeehouse industry is mature, meaning that there is no shortage of competition for 

customers. That said, local competition is limited. The only direct competitor is Spelt’s Coffee 

located within walking distance on East Saanich Road in Saanichton Village. Spelt's focuses 

more on drip coffee, not specialty coffee. 

There are McDonalds and Tim Horton's franchises within 10 km of Fresh Cup, but although 

Tim Horton's and McDonalds both serve coffee, they are not seen by the owners as direct 

competitors as they serve a slightly different demographic and appeal to the ‘drive-through' 

crowd, not the coffee Connoisseur market. 

Growth and Expansion 
The company has experienced stable revenues over the last number of years. ln April 2016, 

the current owners cleaved off the retail component of Fresh Cup and began to optimize the 

business. They were able to reduce the dependence of the business on ownership by 

transferring responsibilities to staff. They also renewed the focus on customer service and as 

such were able to increase sales without increasing costs. 

ln the spring of 2016, cold-filtered 

coffee was introduced and it met 

with immediate success. The cafe 

is in the process of adding its own 

line of biodegradable K-cups to 

take advantage of customers who 

enjoy the Fresh Cup offerings but 

prefer to brew in their own homes. 

Other opportunities include 

expanding the catering line of 

business. Currently, catering only 

accounts for a small amount of 

gross revenue for the store. 
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Facilities 
The business occupies two non-contiguous locations in the same building located at 1931 

Mount Newton X Road in Saanichton, British Columbia. 

Unit 104 is comprised of 814 square feet of retail space, licensed to accommodate 25 people. 

There is also an outdoor cover patio with 9 tables with seating for up to 25. The outdoor space 

is not included in the lease and the Landlord has never charged additional rent. 

Unit 109 comprises 678 square feet of space currently used for food preparation and storage. 

The Roastaire division uses small portion of the space (200 sq. ft.) for on-site roasting and are 

willing to remove their roasting equipment should the new owners require the space. 

Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment 
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment have a book value of approximately $140,000. A complete 

Iist of included assets in Appendix 2. 

Inventory 
lnventory for Fresh Cup Saanichton includes perishable and non-perishable items. Inventory 

leveis are maintained at approximately $15,000 and are included in the price of the business. 

Financial Disclaimer 
An essential step in the review of a company is an analysis of its financial performance over 

time. Analyzing a company's financial statements provides an indication of historical growth, 

liquidity, leverage, and profitability, all of which influence the value of a company's assets or 

equity. The following section of this report examines the trend of the company's financial 

performance for the last three years or since its inception, whichever is longer. 

The subject company's historical income statements have been adjusted to present the 

business as if it had been managed to maximize profitability. Since private companies tend to 

keep reported profits and resulting taxes as low as possible, adjusting the financial Statements 

is an important element to understanding the true earning capacity of the business. Our 

adjustments include any fringe benefits the owner may have had, unusual circumstances, Iiens 

that will be paid off, as well as EBITDA (Earnings Before lnterest Taxes Depreciation, and 

Amortization). This will reflect a more realistic income for you as the new owner. Our analysis 

of the subject Company is based on an adjusted basis. A summary of the adjusted historical 

financial statements is contained in the following section. 

All financial information and adjustments were provided by the Company. All numbers were 

taken from profit and loss reports or tax returns supplied by the Company or its accountant. 
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Appendix 1: Valuation 
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Appendix 2: Equipment List 
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Appendix 3:  Selected Media Coverage 
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